The Basis of Future Operations
was no longer available. The green grass was growing on his grave. In the short period of the war, it was impossible to train a new generation of these men, with the same high professional qualities, the same thorough knowledge, and the same sense of responsibility towards their men as had been possessed by officers trained through a long course of years. Nothing could provide a more striking justification of our whole army system than the events of this war. A well-known Social Democratic member of the Reichstag, who visited me as a war correspondent at Kovno, told me emphatically that he had been compelled fundamentally to revise his opinion of the regular officer. He said that in his view they looked after their men with the most thorough devotion and understanding, and that officers of the Reserve found it much more difficult. I was greatly gratified by this frank and striking admission.
In the circumstances there should have been more frequent promotion of regular N.C.O/s to commissioned rank. This was done here and there. My former orderly-room clerk in Diissel-dorf was an officer in a field regiment as early as the autumn of 1914.
Owing to the insufficient training and lack of experience of the company commanders, especially with regard to interior economy, the part played by the C.O. became much more important. Unfortunately, battalion commanders were often drawn from the Reserve, and were thus naturally somewhat deficient in knowledge of administration, although owing to their greater age they were more reliable. The war must have made extraordinary demands on men of their age, for in defensive battles they had to go into the front line again and again. Both their health and their nerves were subjected to the greatest strain. They did admirable work in battle, just as good as that of battalion commanders on the active list.
The duties of regimental commanders were varied and exceptionally arduous. They were everywhere directly responsible for their troops, and had to answer to their superiors for the appearance and moral, the success or failure, the weal or woe, of every single man under their command. The outward appearance and
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